check out some videos!
Craig Kielburger has built the
world’s largest movement of
kids helping kids. videos:
http://bit.ly/1hTyJca + http://bit.ly/1cVS4rg
Cassandra Lin has introduced used
restaurant cooking oil recycling, and
donates the profits to social causes.
$100,000 to-date. http://bit.ly/19abto8
Gabrielle Posard has achieved a 10x
increase of fresh vegetables for San Diego
food banks. 20,000 pounds / month.
video: http://bit.ly/Y6UtK8
Xiuhtezcatl Martinez is the global
voice of his generation at the United
Nations, sacred ceremonies, music
festivals and demonstrations.
video: http://bit.ly/1c3xULb

Avalon Theisen is a citizen
scientist inspiring us to care
of our frogs, and wetlands conservation. http://bit.ly/1mWdJEY

Robyn Hamlyn makes cities pass
a 3-pronged resolution making water
public, a human right, and banning
bottled water. http://bit.ly/1mWf3HW
Julia and Emma Mogus raise books for
aboriginal children schools, mobilizing
schools and media. 35,000 to-date.
video: http://bit.ly/17kk0C1
Babar Ali is the world’s youngest
principal. After school, he teaches at
his own school for 900 street children.
video: http://bit.ly/1mWf8eV
Olivia Taylor dives with sharks to show
us that they are harmless animals that
we have to protect. http://bit.ly/1fWb7UH

THE FEATURED YOUTH
We have a high benchmark. Selection criteria
are based on concrete changemaking potential.
Featured Heroines are selected by their model solution and a mix of:
1. Power of inspiration and vision for their generation, humanity and Earth
2. Replicability by youth and citizens in thousands of places on Earth
3. Rich online media, serving for information, teaching tools and
4. Available for support, helping young people take action
MOBILIZERS. Xiuhtezcatl Martinez. Lulu Cerone. Erica Fernandez. Rachel Barge
COOPERATION. Craig Kielburger. Neha Gupta. Namaste Nepal. Daniella Cohen
GROUP. YES!. Plant-For-The-Planet. Ecoclubes. VolunteenNation
PEACE. Mayerly Clavijo. Golden Kids Radio. Skateistan. Sebastian Robertson
COMMUNITY. Charles Orgbon III. Gabrielle Posard. Molly Burke. Jen Rubino
ENERGY. Cassandra Lin. Jessie-Ruth Corkins. Jonny Cohen. William Kamkwamba
LEARNING. Babar Ali. Julia and Emma Mogus. Hassan Saeed. Coralganics
FOOD. Madi and Rhiannon. Rachel Parent. Robyn Hamlyn. Chloe Falkenheim
ENVIRONMENT. Avalon Theisen. Asa Needle. Miranda Andersen, Carter & Oliva Ries
OCEANS. Zander Srodes. Wyatt Workman. Olivia Taylor. Olivia Bouler
JOKERS. Alicia Serratos. Alex and Lucy. Tippi. Voice of Youth

Many of them are also YL Speakers
www.youth-leader.org/speakers

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE GAME
We integrate well understood principles of changemaking,
youth leadership, learning and personal development.

1. When our world shifts or breaks, we go through a time of transformational
learning. Be it pregnancy, job change or world change... in these times, our
most valuable asset are role models - the ones successfully living it.
1. 80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models, much of it subconsciously,
like all mammals do. Copy paste.
2. Evolving into inhabitants and co-creators of a global, peaceful, just, thriving
and sustainable civilization requires filling our minds and hearts with vivid,
memorable impressions of the ones qualifying as inhabitants and co-creators
of this civilization: heroInes.
3. Behaviour change, relevant effect on personal development, requires longterm presence of heroIne role models in our lives through various channels:
online, and "onsite" right here, tangible, so they feel part of "real life".
4. To evolve our societies, we need HeroInes in large numbers. This requires
long-term, powerful presence in the life of the young generation: at school.
5. Inspiration = spirit transfer is key to this process. "Culture is like an iceberg.
It has seen aspects and unseen aspects (intangible, non-material but psychoemotional, spiritual). It is the unseen aspects that create and influence the seen
aspects." World Wise School of the Peace Corps. Unfolding our Inner HeroIne
makes us "inspirational".
6. Vision is indispensable for shaping the future. This we know from 'Future
Studies', societal change and planning our next holiday. For positive change,
this vision is that the model solutions for a sustainable society with inner and
outer peace, inner and outer abundance for all exist.
7. Evolving into a heroIne (and role model for others) requires living it, through
action, every day – making changemaking a sport, a lifestyle.
8. Equipment, empowerment and supportive community are the tools of the
change-making community. YL card games, posters, teaching tools, action kits,
social media, webcasts and warrior clans provide all of this.

INVEST IN YOUR CITY'S YOUTH
We recommend to reach at least all children and youth in grades 1
to 8, or to focus on grades 3 to 8, ready for self-organized
changemaking activities. However, the games are also fit for use in
higher classes, in various subjects and language learning.
An entrepreneurial approach of equipping every class lower costs
considerably. A city with 150 elementary schools has around 4,000
classes in grades 1 to 8.
Tip: Add a game for every kindergarten, youth club, and public library.
They are highly interested in our media, books and advice for their
staff to best serve young people and visiting school classes.

100 GAMES. FOR 100 CLASSROOMS
50 videos, 50-piece poster set, guidebooks, teaching tools, action kits
100 games in 100 classes reach 2,500 children, 100 teachers
+ indirectly 600 teachers + 5,000 parents + their school communities
+ media presence, tangible impact, and ripple effects in the city
= 2,500 students vividly initiated to youth leadership, and equipped with
teen-led solutions for a wide spectrum of sustainability and peace.

Total: $1,000

incl Fedex delivery. Only $10 per class, $0.4 per child

1 GAME FOR EVERY CLASS IN YOUR CITY

50 videos, 50-piece poster set, guidebooks, teaching tools, action kits
4,000 games in 4,000 classes reach 100,000 children, 4,000 teachers,
+ indirectly 20,000 teachers + 150,000 parents + their school communities
+ media presence, tangible impact, and ripple effects in the city
= 100,000 students vividly initiated to youth leadership, and equipped
with teen-led solutions for a wide spectrum of sustainability and peace.

Total: $14,000

incl Fedex delivery. Only $3.50 per class, $0.1 per child

Contact us to discuss the best
tailor-made option for YOUR CITY

PARTNERS INVESTING IN YOUTH
Our cities have strong stakeholders sharing aspirations for
> youth leadership + avantgarde education
> a safe and healthy environment + responsible lifestyle
> life skills + active citizenship
> sustainability innovation + social entrepreneurship
PHILANTHROPIC CLUBS have intersectorial and international experience,
a sense for entrepreneurship and solution-oriented creativity. They make
perfect partners for capacity building for young people replicating sustainability
solutions and engaging with highly distinguished changemakers and experts.
CITY MARKETING Cities appreciate an active citizenry. A young generation
that identifies with their city as home, evolves into stewards of peace, liberty,
opportunity, and a good life for all. Youth leadership and sound innovation
are among the best possible investments.
SPONSORS Socially responsible corporate partners appreciate positiveminded civil society. We can work with partners of various backgrounds, for
finance, in kind printing and distribution services, galas, events, inspirational
speakers and long-term project partnerships.
FUNDERS Many funders priorize model solutions, the young generation and
education. We provide novel investment options that promise to be empowering,
with long-term concrete effects, driven by committed young people. We can
also develop long-term partnerships for priority causes and regions.
DONORS In these special times, investments need to be weighed carefully.
Donors have similar perspectives as funders, with focus on causes, populations,
districts or schools. We can partner for empowering local youth and educators
for self-guided, on-going action.
PARENT CLUBS Who shares our aspirations for skilled, creative, resilient,
future shaping youth more than parents? Parent clubs can easily shape a
local sponsor partnerships for each class, even every student.

Often, these stakeholders know further potential partners.

Together, we can bring
our children humanity's finest.

Are you joining?

For more information
and for ordering games visit
www.youth-leader.org/cardgame

